We investigate a problem whether self-reproduction is possible in a two-dimensional \re-versible" cellular space, and give an a rmative answer. A reversible (or injective) cellular automaton (RCA) is a CA such that every con guration has at most one predecessor. In order to design an RCA we use a framework of partitioned cellular automaton (PCA). A PCA with von Neumann neighborhood is a special type of CA whose cell is divided into ve parts. We designed here a reversible PCA SR 8 having 8 states in each part (thus one cell has 8 5 states). In this cellular space, encoding the shape of an object into a \gene" represented by a command sequence, copying the gene, and interpreting the gene to create an object, are all performed reversibly. We show that, by using these operations, various objects can reproduce themselves in a very simple manner.
Introduction
It is well known that von Neumann 9] rst showed a computation-and construction-universal self-reproducing machine using his 29-state two-dimensional cellular automaton. Since then, various models of cellular automata that support self-reproduction have been studied. For example, Codd 2] proposed an 8-state cellular model that has essentially the same ability as von Neumann's model. Langton 3] showed that, if universal computing and construction abilities are not required, a very simple self-reproducing object can be designed in a modi ed 8-state model of Codd.
We investigate here a problem whether self-reproduction is possible in a two-dimensional \reversible" cellular space. A reversible (or injective) cellular automaton (RCA) is a CA such that every con guration has at most one predecessor. It can be regarded as a model of reversible physical space. In spite of the constraint of reversibility, RCA has rich ability of information processing. To oli 10] showed that every (irreversible) k-dimensional CA can be simulated by a k +1-dimensional RCA in real time. Another method to simulate an irreversible CA by an RCA without increasing the dimension (but not in real time) was proposed by Morita 8] . From these results, existence of computation-and construction universal (and thus self-reproducing) RCA can be concluded. However, if we use these \emulation methods" to convert an irreversible CA to an RCA, a large amount of garbage signals are generated and spread out in the reversible cellular space. Therefore, direct and elegant method for designing RCA having desired property should be explored.
As for computation-universal RCA, Margolus 4] proposed an elegant model of 2-state RCA with so called Margolus neighborhood. Morita and Ueno 6] showed two models of computationuniversal 16-state RCA having the usual von Neumann neighborhood. It has also been shown that a reversible Turing machine, which is known to be universal 1], can be directly embedded in a one-dimensional RCA 5, 7] . However, until now no direct method to construct a selfreproducing RCA has been known.
We give here an RCA in which various objects can self-reproduce in a very simple fashion, although they have neither computation-nor construction-universality in von Neumann's sense. However, we do not consider this type of self-reproduction as a trivial self-replication of patterns. Because these objects can handle with a \command sequence" or a \gene", and have an ability of encoding, decoding and executing it. Self-reproduction is carried out by interpreting a gene as a kind of program.
In order to design an RCA we use a framework of partitioned cellular automaton (PCA) 5]. A PCA with von Neumann neighborhood is a special type of CA whose cell is divided into ve parts. The next state of each cell is determined by the present states of the center part of this cell, the lower part of the upper cell, the left part of the right cell, the upper part of the lower cell, and the right part of the left cell (not depending on the entire ve cells). In PCA, injectivity of the global map is equivalent to injectivity of the local map 5]. Therefore, it makes easy to design an RCA.
We present a reversible PCA \SR 8 " having 8 states in each of ve parts. Thus one cell has 8 5 states. First, a signal transmission wire on which commands propagate is designed. We then give two types of objects called a \Worm" and a \Loop". A Worm is a simple wire with end points, while a Loop is a simple closed wire. We design the local transition function of SR 8 so that the operations of encoding the shape of a wire into a gene, copying the gene, and interpreting the gene to create a wire, are all performed reversibly in this cellular space. We show that any Worms and Loops satisfying some appropriate condition can reproduce themselves inde nitely using these operations.
De nitions and preliminaries
In this section, we give de nitions of a (usual) cellular automaton (CA) and a partitioned cellular automaton (PCA), and then state some basic properties on PCA.
De nition 2.1 A deterministic two-dimensional cellular automaton (CA) with von Neumann neighborhood is a system de ned by It is easy to show the following propositions on PCA. Proofs are omitted here, since analogous results for one-dimensional PCA are proved in 5].
Proposition 2.1 Let P be a PCA. P is globally reversible i it is locally reversible. Proposition 2.2 For any PCA P, there is a CA A whose global function is identical with that of P.
By Proposition 2.1, globally or locally reversible PCA is called simply \reversible" and denoted by RPCA. Proposition 2.2 says that PCA is a subclass of CA.
By above, if we want to construct a reversible CA, it is su cient to give a PCA whose local function g is one-to-one (note that the numbers of elements of domain and range of g are the same). As for a one-to-one mapping the following proposition holds (it is easily proved).
Proposition 2.3 Let A and B be nite sets having the same number of elements. If f 0 : A 0 ! B is one-to-one for A 0 A, then there is a one-to-one mapping f : A ! B that is an extension of f 0 .
Thus, to give an RPCA, it is su cient to de ne a one-to-one function g only on a subset of C D L U R which is needed to show desired property.
3 Designing an RPCA that supports self-reproduction Therefore, in this section, we write only one of the four rules and omit the other rotated ones.
Rules in g and their functions are explained in order.
Quiescent state rule
This rule is shown in Fig. 4 (# is indicated as a blank). 
Signal transmission on a wire
A wire is a con guration to transmit signals A, B, and C. A wire may contain two-way (bifurcating) or three-way (trifurcating) branches. A branching point acts as a \fan-out", i.e., the signals are copied at this point. Rules (5){(7) in Fig. 7 are for two-way branch, and rule (8) is for three-way one. Fig. 8 shows an example of a wire with a bifurcation. We assume that, at even time step, two signals of a command are in one cell of a wire. For example, the command sequence on the wire shown in Fig. 9 is AC, BB, AB, BC. Six commands shown in Table 1 are \decoded" and \executed" at the head of a wire. Here we explain how the advance commands AA, AB, AC are executed. (Branch commands BA, BB, BC are explained later.) Rules (9){(17) in Fig. 11 are for executing these commands. Since it takes four time steps to execute an advance command, these rules are classi ed into four groups (from Phase 0 to Phase 3) according to the phase of the execution. An example of this prosess is shown in Fig. 12 , where one of the \Phase t" rules in Fig. 11 is applied at time t. Table 1 are decoded and executed at the head of a Worm. On the other hand, at the tail cell, the shape of the Worm is \encoded" into an advance command. That is, if the tail of the Worm is straight (or leftturning, right-turning, respectively) in its form, the command AA (AB, AC) is generated. The tail then retracts by one cell. These operations are done by rules (18){(29) in Fig. 13 . Note that in a reversible cellular space, simple retraction (or erasure) of a tail without leaving the shape information is impossible. Therefore, retraction must accompany some encoding process. Fig. 14 shows an example of encoding and retracting processes. It takes four time steps to encode and retract a tail by one cell. The command sequence generated by the encoding process may be regarded as a \gene" of the Worm.
It is easy to see that the length (i.e., the number of cells) of a Worm does not vary if it contains only advance commands and never touches itself. Hence it is also easy to see that the same con guration appears in nitely many times if we identify translated con gurations as the same ones. Thus, we can classify Worms into two categories: \cycling" and \travelling" ones. A Worm is called cycling i its con guration appears at the same position after some time steps. A Worm is called travelling i its translated con guration appears after some time steps, thus it moves away in some direction. Fig. 15 show examples of cycling and travelling Worms. We now explain branching and splitting processes of a Worm, and then show that a travelling Worm can self-reproduce inde nitely in the two-dimensional plane by giving a branch command. Rules (30){(37) in Fig. 16 are for executing branch commands BA, BB, BC. A branching process initiated by a command BA is shown in Fig. 17 . In the case of a command BB or BC, a Worm branches in two-ways.
At the branching point, a command sequence (or gene) is copied by rules (5){(8). Hence, these branches have the same shape, though they grow in di erent directions. 
? ? ? ! ? ? (52) Figure 18: Rules for splitting a tail (y 2 fA, B, Cg). Fig. 19 shows an example of splitting process caused by a command BA that nally produces three daughter Worms. These Worms also have branch commands, but they di er: the center daughter has a three-way branch command BA, while the left and right daughter have a leftward and rightward branch commands BB, BC, respectively by the rule (44). Figure 19 : A splitting process that produces three daughter Worms Fig. 20 shows a splitting process caused by BB that produces two daughters. In this case, the left daughter has no branch command, while the center one has the leftward branch command BB by rule (45). As we shall see below, overcrowding of Worms can be avoided by this mechanism. It is easy to see that a travelling Worm (with no branch command) of length n repeats its (translated) con guration every 8(n ? 2) steps. Assume at time 0 there is a con guration of a travelling Worm having only one branch command BA. It also takes 8(n ? 2) steps to become a con guration containing three daughter Worms identical to the initial one except that they may have di erent branch command and may be rotated. The center daughter further produces three granddaughters. Each of the left and right daughters produces two, and so on. If a Loop contains only advance or branch commands, they simply rotate in the Loop and self-reproduction does not occur. In order to make a Loop self-reproduce, commands in Table 2 A command DB is transmitted by rules (53){(58) in Fig. 25 . On a straight part of a wire, it propagates in the same way as other commands in Table 1 (rules (53){(56)). But, at the corner of a wire, it starts to make an \arm" (rules (57) and (58)). An arm is a kind of branch to construct an o spring of a Loop. Rules (59){(67) in Fig. 26 are for creating an arm. The root of an arm is a special kind of branching point. Signals reaching this cell are transmitted only to the arm, and signals A's are put into the mother Loop (rules (66) and (67)). Note that at the center part of this branching cell, the states ; ?; + are used to represent the signals A, B, C, respectively. Fig. 27 shows a process of transmitting a command DB and creating an arm. After creating an arm, the form of the mother Loop is encoded into a sequence of advance commands. This process is controlled by a special command DC, which is generated when the arm is created (at time t = 6 and 7 in Fig. 27 ) . Encoding is performed by rules (68){(76) in Fig. 28 . Generated sequence of advance commands travel through the Loop and then sent to the arm by rules (66) and (67). This command sequence is the gene of the mother Loop. Fig. 29 shows an example of an encoding process. The arm cut o from the mother Loop acts just like a Worm. But its head will eventually meet its tail to form a Loop identical to its mother. Rules (85){ (92) (2) 3.7 Reversibility of SR 8
All the rules of SR 8 are listed in the Appendix. Parenthesized number attached to each rule corresponds to the rule number in this section. There are 765 rules in total including rotated ones. Since the rules in the Appendix are sorted on the righthand sides, we can easily verify (but of course tedious!) that there is no pair of distinct rules having the same righthand side (we also tested it by a computer). Hence, by Propositions 2.1 and 2.3, we can de ne the local function of SR 8 totally so that it is reversible.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we gave a reversible PCA SR 8 , and showed that Worms and Loops can selfreproduce in the reversible cellular space. Since PCA is a subclass of CA (Proposition 2.2), we can also conclude that self-reproduction is possible in a (usual) reversible CA.
In SR 8 , conversion between an object itself and its description (gene) can be performed in a very simple manner in both directions. This makes self-reproducing mechanism simple. The following problems are left for the future study.
1. To design a simpler RPCA (i.e., to reduce the number of states) that supports selfreproduction.
2. To design an RPCA that supports both computation-and construction-universality (i.e., self-reproduction in von Neumann's sense).
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